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• When do pupils start studying Mandarin in your school? KS1? KS2? 

• Who teaches Mandarin in your primary? 

• Do you have an MFL Lead? If not, who is responsible for planning and 
implementing the languages curriculum?  

• How long do pupils study Mandarin for each week? 

• Are language lessons accessible to all pupils? 

• How is pupils’ progression in languages assessed? 

• What CPD opportunities do you provide for languages development? 

• Do you have any concerns around the languages curriculum and provision in your 
school? 



Mandarin Primary Curriculum: 
preparing for the new Ofsted Inspection 

framework 
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Purpose:

• To understand changes outlined in the 2019 Ofsted Inspection 
Framework and their implications for Mandarin

• For SLT, Subject Leaders and Teachers of Mandarin to be able to 
articulate the rationale and aims of their Mandarin curriculum





What do you understand to be the main changes 
to the new Ofsted Inspection Framework? 

What is a ‘deep dive’?



Leadership and management

Personal development

Behaviour and attitudes

Quality of education 



Quality of education 



18. The deep dive includes the following elements:   

 evaluation of senior leaders’ intent for the curriculum in this subject or 

area, and their understanding of its implementation and impact  

 evaluation of curriculum leaders’ long- and medium-term thinking and 

planning, including the rationale for content choices and curriculum 

sequencing  

 visits to a deliberately and explicitly connected sample of lessons   

 work scrutiny of books or other kinds of work produced by pupils who 

are part of classes that have also been (or will also be) observed by 

inspectors  

 discussion with teachers to understand how the curriculum informs their 

choices about content and sequencing to support effective learning   

discussions with a group of pupils from the lessons observed.   





The new Ofsted framework and implications for Primary 
languages 

Subject Knowledge and SLT oversight

• ‘strong teacher subject knowledge is essential to high-quality curriculum planning’ 

• ‘assuring themselves that middle leaders with responsibility for leading subjects have the right skill set 
and subject knowledge to carry out their roles effectively’

Timetabling 

• ‘Equity was also an issue in schools where English or mathematics catch-up for some pupils was 
timetabled in a way that meant that they missed out on other curriculum opportunities that were 
otherwise available to other pupils.’

• Irregular lessons – ‘This practice often led to a lack of coherence as the work between year groups on 
some foundation subjects consisted of piecemeal content where important concepts were 
underdeveloped.’



Books for languages?

• ‘Ofsted does not require schools to:

- carry out assessment or record pupils’ achievements in any subject, including foundation subjects in primary 
schools, in a specific way, format or time

- ensure a particular frequency or quantity of work in pupils’ books or folders

- Provide individual lesson plans

- Provide curriculum planning or evidence in any specific format, as long as it is easily accessible for inspectors’

• However, during an inspection they will ‘observe lessons; scrutinise pupils’ work; talk to pupils about their work, 
gauging both their understanding and their engagement in learning; and gather pupils’ perceptions of the typical 
quality of education and other aspects of life’

SoW and Assessment  

• Tick-box approach vs. careful thought must be given to the progression of knowledge and skills specific to the 
language taught  3Is document

The new Ofsted framework and implications for Primary 
languages 



“There is no need for anyone to think they must develop a new curriculum, or design 

everything themselves from scratch, or put themselves through intellectual 

gymnastics. The early years foundation stage framework, the national curriculum and 

the specifications for GCSEs, A levels and other qualifications can carry much of the 

load. So, for example, a primary school that fulfils the spirit as well as the letter of the 

national curriculum, across the full range of subjects, is already in the right place with its 

curriculum.”







Quality of Education will be judged against the Curriculum ‘3Is’:

1. Intent 

2. Implementation 

3. Impact



Curriculum Intent

• Rationale – Who are the children we teach? Why teach them 
this subject? What are appropriate pedagogies at different 
ages and stages? Why this content then? 

• Ambition- What is Mandarin for? In what ways is Mandarin 
‘Powerful Knowledge’? What, in this subject, shall we teach?

• Concepts- What is the key substantive and disciplinary
content?



Powerful Knowledge

• ‘Powerful Knowledge’ refers to the knowledge children and young people are 
unlikely to acquire at home or in their workplace

• ‘Powerful Knowledge’ is knowledge they will need if they are to become active 
citizens and workers in the complex modern world, sometimes called a 
‘knowledge society’



Powerful Knowledge

‘Powerful Knowledge’‘Everyday knowledge’



Substantive  =

The things that are given

e.g. Factual content, rules, 
methods

Disciplinary =

The things that are up for grabs

e.g. Opinions, Interpretations, Big 
Ideas, Creativity, Criticial
thinking, Making judgements 



Curriculum Intent

• Rationale – Who are the children we teach? Why teach them 
this subject? What are appropriate pedagogies at different 
ages and stages? Why this content then? 

• Ambition- What is Mandarin for? In what ways is Mandarin 
‘Powerful Knowledge’? What, in this subject, shall we teach?

• Concepts- What is the key substantive and disciplinary
content?



Curriculum Intent
Substantive or Disciplinary?

1. What is the word in Mandarin for ‘mother’?
2. What does this Tang Dynasty poem mean?
3. How is the Great Wall of China similar/different to Hadrian’s Wall?
4. How do I use 了 to form the past tense?
5. What is Daoism?
6. Where do pandas live? 
7. How do I make myself understood when I don’t know all the words?
8. What is the capital of China?  
9. How would my life be different if I was at school in Chengdu?
10. How is the Monkey King similar/different to characters from ‘European’ myths and legends
11. Do we think the same thoughts in different languages?  



Curriculum Intent

"We are seeking to light fires of curiosity about the central 

human characteristic of language which will blaze throughout 

our pupils' lives. While combating linguistic complacency, we 

are seeking to arm our pupils against fear of the unknown, 

which breeds prejudice and antagonism."

Eric Hawkins



https://ci.ioe.ac.uk/ways-of-thinking-living/

Curriculum Intent



Suggested opportunities for extra-curricular learning  

Trips, events and competitions help bring language learning to 
life and have a significant impact upon student motivation, a 
key determiner of a child’s success in learning a language.  
Remote and face-to-face exchanges are strongly encouraged 
wherever possible and schools may wish to work towards the 
British Council International Schools’ Award to recognise their 
efforts in fostering links with schools in China.  

Below are suggested activities that can serve as a guide for 
primaries to select from and adapt to their context. 

Curriculum Intent



Curriculum Intent



• Reading Characters: Rationale

Curriculum Intent



• Reading Characters: Rationale

Curriculum Intent

I can match pictograms to pictures 



• Reading Characters: Rationale
Curriculum Intent



• Reading Characters: Rationale

Curriculum Intent

I can recognise different pattern shapes of characters 

We must “prime students for the task of character learning”



• Reading Characters: Rationale

Curriculum Intent

I can recognise different pattern shapes of characters 



What is a prefix?

Superhero
Supermodel
Supercomputer
Superhighway 
Superhuman
Superior
Supervisor

• Reading Characters: Rationale

Curriculum Intent I can recognise radicals in characters



Superhero
Supermodel
Supercomputer
Superhighway 
Superhuman
Superior
Supervisor

有
𣍞
朒
朓
朔
朕
㬴

月 yuè



你 他 明 们

Which one is the odd 
one out?



朒 朓 朔 太

Which one is the odd 
one out?



• Reading Characters: Rationale

Curriculum Intent

I can recognise radicals in characters

1. 你

2.有
3. 仕

4.朋
5.望
6.朝
7. 他

8.仙
9. 倒

10.期



• Reading Characters: Rationale

Curriculum Intent

https://www.mdbg.net/chinese/dictionary

I can use my knowledge of stroke order to use a dictionary 

https://www.mdbg.net/chinese/dictionary


• Writing Characters: Rationale

Curriculum Intent

I can write 山 following my teacher’s model 

你好！
我喜欢踢足球。



• Writing Characters: Rationale

Curriculum Intent

I can recognise and write the shapes of basic strokes 



• Writing Characters: Rationale

Curriculum Intent

I know where to write characters in writing practise sheets 



2. How would you write this character? write the character out stroke by stroke.

1. What strokes are in this character?



2. How would you write this character? write the character out stroke by stroke.

1. What strokes are in this character?



• Writing Characters: Rationale

Curriculum Intent

I can write an email in Chinese characters 



• Tones: Rationale

Curriculum Intent

I can reproduce the correct tones when repeating a word 



• Tones: Rationale

Curriculum Intent

I can identify which tone is being used when listening to a single word 

First – dentist                           ā
Second – what? á
Third – ‘really?’                        ǎ
Fourth – No!                             à



• Tones: Rationale

Curriculum Intent

I can read a sentence in pinyin, using the correct tones 

四是四。
十是十，
十四是十四，
四十是四十，
四十四是四十四。

sì shì sì.

shí shì shí,

shí sì shì shí sì,

sì shí shì sì shí,

sì shí sì shì sì shí sì.

Four is four.

ten is ten,

fourteen is fourteen,

forty is forty,

forty-four is forty-four



• Pinyin: Rationale

Curriculum Intent

I can decode the sentence ‘Nǐ xǐ huān chī miàn tiáo má ？’



• Pinyin: Rationale

Curriculum Intent

I can decode the words: shān， shā lā， shā fā，mā mā， bà bà



ān ān shān



shan shān



lánlan



fàn
fan



lǎnlan



tántan



kànkan



nánnan



• Pinyin: Rationale

Curriculum Intent

I can decode the words: kǒu， tóu ， tóu fā， gǒu



Curriculum Implementation: Organisation

• How do you ensure that languages are taught regularly and consistently at KS2? 

• ‘In the lowest scoring primaries (bands 1 and 2 for curriculum quality), leaders 
typically did not prioritise subject specific professional development. Sometimes 
they did not know where to seek subject specific professional development for 
their staff.’

• The role of a Languages Lead

• How to support your Languages Lead:

- CPD

- A.L.L. membership

- Whole staff training



Curriculum Implementation: Organisation



Curriculum Implementation: Pedagogy 
• Key research principles informing curriculum design (and things to look for)

• A post-methods, eclectic approach, but grounded in:

 The need to revisit and recycle language in new contexts over time (spaced repetition)

 A focus on the key, most useful, generative language and structures (transferability)

 The idea of comprehensible input (receptive precedes the productive) 

 Context-dependent, optimal use of Target Language

 Removing scaffolding and encouraging independence from resources (retrieval practice)

 Use of chunking - a shift away from learning long lists of nouns (memory processes)

 The power of low stakes testing (memory, retrieval practice)

 A rich cultural and extra-curricular offer to increase motivation

 Creating opportunities for exposure to unfamiliar language so that they can infer meaning

 Explicit teaching of phonics



Curriculum Impact 

• Languages ‘look-fors’ (in learning walks / observations) 

• Assessment

• Questions to ask your Languages Lead 



Languages ‘look-fors’: Good languages-specific practice that might be seen.

Not all will be seen in a single lesson and some are mutually exclusive.

Use of TL
 Modelling of TL by teacher
 Exposure to unfamiliar TL
 pupil use of TL for routines
 pupil use of TL in structured tasks
 pupil-to-pupil use of TL

Engagement
 Engagement with and enjoyment of language learning
 pupils show curiosity about linguistic and cultural features
 Evidence of use of authentic/relevant materials in books/SOW
 Evidence of use of literature, poem, song, article, film in books/SOW
 Interesting, stimulating and useful physical learning environment
 Evidence of cross curricular and cultural references in books/SOW

Presentation of language
 New vocabulary/structures are presented, practised and produced
 Chunking/low stakes vocabulary testing (retrieval practice)
 Sufficient comprehensible input / practice provided before production
 New language is used in context / communicative tasks

Progression
 Progression: receptive skills generally precede productive
 Progression: bottom-up (word, sentence, text)
 Progression: top-down (context-meaning)

Skills practice
 Balance / integration of receptive skills (List/Read) and productive skill (Speak/Writ) as 

appropriate (will change throughout year groups)
 Opportunities for skill practice on real-life contexts
 Time provided for compositional writing (upper KS2)
 Time provided for speaking practice
 Creative and meaningful use of language is supported
 Teaching of phonics
 Language learning skills and strategies are explicitly taught
 Discerning use of translation/transcription (upper KS2) 
 Requirements of any assessment made explicit and relevant skills developed

Grammar
 Prior grammar/vocab used in new situations (retrieval practice)
 Grammatical explanation are succinct and clear
 Opportunities for patterns to be noticed
 A focus on accuracy / communication as appropriate

Feedback and improvement
 Feedback drives linguistic progress
 Feedback increases accuracy / complexity of language
 Linguistic features of good writing / speaking are referenced e.g. AVOCADO / 

QuACNOTTS
 Consistent marking code is used to flag linguistic errors and pupils show ability to 

respond to it

Books and resources
 Books are well-presented
 Literacy supported (dictionaries/structure mats)
 Effective organisation of learning resources (books, resources , KO)
 Assessments and reviews are available 



Do you carry out any formal assessment of Mandarin in your primary school? 

Assessment



Assessment











Benchmarking
Name

Sara

Roshan

Aaron

Nehemiah

Gaia

Anthony

Lola

Dora

Bobby

Luqmaan

Maryum

Terina

Darren

Joseph

Josephine

Ismat

Kyrell



Questions to ask your Languages Lead

• What do you / your academy believe are the reasons for teaching languages?
• What is the rationale for your offer in terms of languages and curriculum time allocation?
• Does the scheme of work provide a cohesive plan for KS2? 
• Is the course design based on a text book / online resource? If so why, how and to what extent? 
• How is teaching of vocabulary / grammar / phonics planned? 
• How does the course take into account how memory functions / forgetting / retention of language? 
• What opportunities are there for pupils to speak the new language in the classroom? 
• How is the language used in a planned and systematic way to reinforce language previously taught?
• What is the balance in the classroom between pupil and teacher use of the new language?
• How is the use of Target Language approached?
• How do you assess pupil progress in languages across skills and grammar?  What is the rationale for this 

approach?
• What extracurricular opportunities are offered to your pupils? 
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